Carlisle’s color-coded cleaning tools and brushes help support your HACCP program. Color-coded tools reduce the risk of cross contamination and help to maintain a healthy foodservice environment.
SUGGESTED PRODUCTS AND AREAS OF USAGE

- **Front of House**
- **Back of House**
- **Restrooms**

**41082** — 56” Duo-Sweep® Angle Broom
**36909** — Wet Floor Sign
**36942** — Caution Pop Up Cone
**36908** — 26 qt Mop Bucket/Wringer Combo

**36859** — Duo-Sweep® Flagged Lobby Broom with 30” Black Metal Handle
**361410** — Duo-Pan™ Upright Dustpan with 30” Metal Handle

**40541** — 8” Sparta® Spectrum® General Clean Up Brush
**40024** — 6” Sparta® Spectrum® Hand Scrub Brush
**41664** — 60” Sparta® Spectrum® Quik-Release™ Fiberglass Mop Handle

**36334** — Microfiber Cleaning Cloth

**11832** — 6 qt Square Suds-Pail®
**11829** — 6 qt Square Steri-Pail®

**40225** — 60” Sparta® Spectrum® Threaded Fiberglass Handle
**40422** — 12” Sparta® Dual Surface Floor Scrub with Side Bristles

**40735** — 17” Spectrum® Aluminum Rack

**342928** — 28 qt Office Wastebasket
**342941** — 41 qt Office Wastebasket
**342023** — 23 gal TrimLine™ Waste Container
**341032** — 32 gal Bronco™ Waste Container
**341033** — 32 gal Bronco™ Waste Container Lid

**36911** — Carlisle Dolly
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